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ABSTRACT. In this note we discuss recent progress concerning powerful numbers,

raise new questions and show that solutions to existing open questions concerning

powerful numbers would yield advancement of solutions to deep, long-standing

problems such as Fermat’s Last Theorem. This is primarily a survey article

containing no new, unpublished results.
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A powerful number is a positive integer n which is divisible by p2 whenever n is

divisible by the prime p; i.e., in the canonical prime factorization of n, no prime

appears with ex2ponent one. It is useful to note that all powerful numbers are

expressible in the form x2y where x and y are positive integers. The term

powerful was introduced by S.W. Golomb in [I], although P. Ercs and G. Szerkeres

[2] investigated the more general case of positive integers n such that pi divides

n whenever p divides n where i I.

In Ill Golomb commented that there was no known case of a powerful pair

(4k 1,4k + I). In [3] R.A. Mollin and P.G. Walsh gave an algorithm for finding

infinitely many such pairs. However 4k was found not to be powerful. This

naturally leads us to ask whether there exists three consecutive powerful numbers,

(which as Golomb [I] noted must be of the form (4k 1,4k,4k + l) if they exist).

In [4] Mollin and Walsh conjectured that such triples do not exist, (it escaped the

attention of both Mollin and Walsh [4] and Granville [5] that the conjecture

asserting the non-existence of three consecutive powerful numbers was first made by
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Erdos [7]. However Mollin and Walsh were the first to provide the data cited above

(including the following Theorem I) in support of the conjecture). They gave

substantial numerical evidence for this conjecture and they proved in particular

that"

Theorem I. (R.A. Mollin and P.G. Walsh [4])

The following are equivalent:

(I) Three consecutive powerful numbers exist.

(2) There exist powerful numbers P and Q with P even

p2 Q I.

(3} There exists a square-free integer m m 7 (mod 8} with T
fundamental unit of Q{) and, for some odd integer k, T

k

number and U
k

m 0 (mod m} is an odd number where (T, + U,V} k

and Q odd such that

+ U,4 being the

is sx, even powerful

Tk + UkJ.

Mollin and Walsh showed that if these equivalent conditions hold then the

minimal example of three consecutive powerful numbers for the least case, m 7,

arises from (8 + 3j) **2"42’’. Several avenues for proving that the conditions do

no__t hold were given. Although the conjecture remains open, A. Granville has proved

in [5] that the truth of the conjecture has rather strong implications. He proved

using elementary techniques that:

Theorem 2. (A. Granville [5] ).

If the conjecture of Mollin and Walsh is true then there exists an infinite

sequence of primes p for which p2 does not divide 2p 2.

Corollary I.

If the conjecture of Mollin and Walsh is true then there exists an infinite

sequence of primes p for which the first case of Fermat’s Last Theorem is true.

L. Adleman and D.R. Heath-Brown recently proved in [6] that there i_s in fact

an infinite sequence of primes p for which the first case of Fermat’s Last Theorem

holds, although ostensibly a different sequence of primes than that of Granville.

However their "sieve" techniques are relatively quite deep. Therefore given the

elementary algebraic nature of Granville’s proof, and Mollin and Walsh’s Theorem I,

it would be highly valuable to find an elementary "algebraic" proof of the
conjecture. The best route for achieving this task would be to find a general

factorization result for the T
k

s of Theorem I. Such results are known for the

Uk’S via Lucas-Lehmer theory (see [8] and [9]), but such results for the T
k

s seem

to have been overlooked in the literature. The related problem for powers is

solved" i.e., three consecutive integers cannot be proper powers (for example see

P. Erdos [7] and P. Ribenboim [I0, p.207]). In fact many questions pertaining to

powerful numbers, when restricted to powers, are known. On the other hand some

questions which have been answered for powerful numbers remain open for powers, as

the following example shows. Note that in what follows n is a proper difference of

two powerful numbers whenever n p, p2 with p, and p powerful and g.c.d.
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(P,,P2) 1. Although Golomb [I] conjectured that 6 is not a proper difference of
two powerful numbers, and that there are infinitely many integers which cannot be
represented as a proper difference of two powerful numbers, ve have that
6 5 73 (463) a difference of powerful numbers, whereas it remains a

conjecture that 6 is not a difference of powers.

The following fact is derived from an undated letter which Fermat wrote
(probably to Mersenne) in 1643 (see [II, pp. ll0-111]). "An odd number can be
written as a product of two factors in exactly as many ways as it can be expressed
as a difference of two squares of non-negative numbers." Clearly not all even
integers are representable as a difference of squares. In attempt to find a
more general representation of integers as a difference of integers involving prime
powers larger than one t s natural to ask: which integers are a prolr

difference of two powerful numbers? The antithesis of the Go]omb conjecture cited
above was proved by W.L. McDaniel in [12] who gave an existence proof of the fact
that every non-zero integer is a proper difference of two powerful numbers in

infinite- m wa. In [3] Mollin and Walsh gave an lementary proof of
McDaniel’s result using Richaud-Degert quachatic fields (see [13] and [14]), and
the theory of what is commonly (but erroneously) called Pell’s equation ("Pell
mathe.tically was a nonentity and humanly an egregious fraud" (see E.T. Bell
[16]). Bell goes on to say that Pell never even saw the equation). Moreover an
algorithm for determining such representations was given in [3]. |{owever in both
McDaniel’s proof and in the Mollin-Walsh proof one of the powerful numbers in each
representation of a given integer n 0 is a square when n m 2 (mod 4) but not
necessarily otherwise. This led Vanden Eynden in [15] to complete the task of
showing:

Theorem 3. (McDaniel [12] and Vanden Eynden [15]).

Every non-zero integer s representable as a proper d.fference of a square and

a non-square powerful number in infinitely many ways.

The result leads us to ask: Which integers are representable as a proper

nonsquare difference of powerful numbers?, (i.e., a proper difference of two

powerful numbers neither of which is a perfect square.) A solution is known:

Theorem 4. (Mollin and Walsh [3] and [17]).

Every non-zero integer is representable in infinitely mu%y ways as a proper

nonsquare difference of powerful numbers.

Furthermore in [3] and [17] Mollin and Walsh provided an algorithm for finding

such representations. Until the Mollin-Walsh result, Theorem 4, the only known

integer to have such a representation was the nteger I, (see D.T. Walker [18]).

Given the solution of the latter problem and the implications for Fermat’s

Last Theorem of the first cited problem, it is natural to ask for a similar setting

in "higher" rings of integers. Let K be an algebraic number field and let OK be

the ring of integers of E. Call oK a powerful algebraic integer if N() is

powerful where N denotes the absolute norm from K to the rational number field Q.

What are the consecutive powerful algebraic integers in OK? In particular for
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K Q(V[), d square-free, hat are the consecutive r-tuples of poerful algebraic

integers for a given rational integer r I, if any? Given the results hich

solved Fermat’s Last Theorem in quadratic number fields by F.H. Hao and C.J. Parry

[]9]; does there exist a similar connection between consecutive powerful numbers

and the solution of Fermat’s Last Theorem in quadratic number fields as it does for

Q?

Now e turn to open questions involving sums of powerful numbers. In a recent

personal communication to the author, Professor Paul Erdbs has indicated that over

I0 years ago he conjectured that for sufficiently large N, every integer n N is

representable as a sum of at most three powerful numbers. In [4] Mollin and Walsh

conjectured more specifically that, with the exception of 7, 15, 23, 87, III and

119 every positive integer is the sum of at most three powerful numbers. Moreover

evidence for the conjecture’s validity as well as routes for attacking the problem

were also given in [4].

It is well-known that an integer n is a sum of two integer squares if and only

if n has no prime p m 3 (mod 4) appearing to an odd exponent in its canonical prime

factorization. With this as a precursor, we ask which integers are a sum of tw__9o

powerful numbers? In particular; which primes are a sum of two powerful numbers.
As noted in Mol]n-Wa]sh [4], Guass has given us a partial answer. If p

(mod 3) and 2 is a cube modulo p then p x + 27y. When 2 is not a cube modulo

p m (mod 3) anything can happen. As noted earlier, for example, 7 is not a sum

of less than four powerful numbers, yet 3?9 + 7 . This leads us to an

intimate link between this problem and certain class number problems for quadratic

number fields, (see Mollin [20] [22]). For example N( + 7Ji/) 3?9. Which

primes are obtainable as a norm from an imaginary quadratic field of class number

one, in such a way as to be the sum of a square and a non-square powerful number?

Which primes are so achievable from imaginary quadratic fields ith class number

larger than ]? For example, N(2 + 34c) 2 + 3: but 781S7 2’ + is not

the sum of a square plus a non-square powerful number. Certainly 781S7 is the norm

from some imaginary quadratic field, but not in such a way to be a sum of two

powerful numbers. There are several avenues in this class number direction which

deserve exloration.
Fnally we refer the reader to the list of references for many other relevant

works on powerful numbers not cited above. The first 22 items ar’___e referenced in

the above text" while the remaining 12 itenLq, although not referenced, are useful

references and are listed alphabetically.
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